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‘lhe problem of a sphere rolling on a horizontal plane was carpletely 
solved by Chaplyain on the assumption that the center of gravity of the 

sphere coincides with its geometric center, [centroidl. As far as we 

know, the problem of a nonhomogeneous sphere rolling on an inclined 

plane, having a triaxial ellipsoid of inertia about the center of gravity 

which coincides with the eometric center of the sphere, has not yet been 

solved. We show in this paper that if certain restrictions are imposed on 

the initial conditions, the equations of motion of a sphere on an inclined 

plane can be reduced to equations whose form is identical with those in- 

vestigated by Chaplygin. 

With the inclined plane e associate a coordinate system O1tlnl<l, 
where the axis 0 5, is directed normal to the plane and O,[, is directed 

along the line o k steepest descent. We take the origin of the coordinate 

system 

of the 

06s 4, with axes parallel to 01[1~7[1, at the geometric center 

sphere. 

Let 

action 

%’ Kr 
to its 

of the 

R#, R,, , R( be the components, along the axes 05~ 6 , of the re- 

o the plane at the point of contact of the sphere, and let Kc, 
be the prqjections of the angular momentum of the sphere relative 

center onto the same axes. We denote by u(y, u,,, 0) the velocity 

center of the sphere and by o( ~5 , ol) , or ) its angular velocity. 

Assuming that the center of gravity of the sphere coincides with its 

geometric center, the general equations of dynamics are 

m-$ = F + RE, 
dr,, 

rn-=R, 

% dK dKc -=pR,, --$=-pR<, t=O 
dt 

(1) 

where m is the mass of the sphere, p is its radius, and F is the can- 

ponent of gravity parallel to the plane. 
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From (1) we obtain 
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dKe da, dK, 
dt=mpd,l dt== -p(“s-F), ‘z=O 

Or 

Kc - mpv, = n, K, + mpq = pFt, Kc = h 

We have set the constant of the second integral equal to zero. ‘Ihere 

is no loss in generality since the time does not occur explicitly in the 

corresponding differential equation. 

We suppose 

the points of 

Then 

that the sphere rolls without sliding and that therefore 

contact of the sphere with the plane have zero velocity. 

v--oxpk= 0 (2) 

where k is the unit vector along 06. Projecting on the axes Ofn 5 , we 
obtain 

ve=P%l vv = - PWC (3) 

Hence 
Kc + mp26+ = n, K,, + mp2w,, = pFt, Kc = h (4) 

With the sphere we associate a fixed coordinate system Oxyz, with axes 
having the same directions as the principal axes of the ellipsoid of 

inertia at its center 0. We denote by L, M, N the principal tnanents of 

inertia about the center, and the components of the angular velocity 

along these axes by p, Q, r. If the prqjections of the unit vectors along 

the axes Oe , 0~ , 06 on the axes Oxyz are a, a’, a”, & /3’, r, y, y’, 

y”, respectively, then 

WE = pa f qa’ + ra”, Kc = Lpa + Mqa’ + Nra”, 

0, = PP + qp’ + rPN, K, = Lpp + Mqp’ + Nrp (5) 
UC = PY + Tf’ + w, & = ~$7 + Mqy’ + Nq” 

Fran (5) we obtain 

(Kc + mp2w# + (K, + mp2u.,J2 + (Kc + mp2wC)* = n2 + p2F2t2 + (h + mp2q)2 
(6) 

or, in terms of the axes Oxyz, 

(L + mp2)2p2 + (M + mp2)2 q2 + (N + rn~~)~ r2 = 

= na + p2F212 + Ih + mP2 (pr + qr’ + WI2 

Since the unit vector k(y , y’, y’3 is invariant, taking 
account, we have 

$+wxk=O, 
dk v=-p-- 
dt 

(7) 

(2) into 

(8) 
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and consequently the square of the velocity may be expressed as 

ra = p”(f4 + y* + ci”“) (9) 

Hence the energy integral can be written as 

Lp2 + Mq2 + Nr2 + mp2 (i” + j’s + f”2) = 2FEr + I (10) 

where 1 is a constant of the uis viva which, without loss of generality, 

can be made zero by the choice of the origin of the fixed coordinate 

system on the inclined plane. 

In addition, vt = 

(9, 

d&/dt and vII = dn,/dt. Hence, in view of (3) and 

$$- = p(pP + @'+ $T 
drlr 
dt = -_p(Pa+ qa'+ ra') (11) 

Equation (8) Rives 

dy 
;iT = ‘f - qr”, !?L- p+ry, 6” 

dt 
-&-= QT - PT’ (12) 

From these equations and the third equation of (4), which by (5) can 

be written as 

we find 

Lpy + Mgy’ + Nry” = h (13) 

p (Ly2 + Mf2 + Nfa) = hy + NT’?’ - Mff’ (14) 

q (Ly’ + Mfa + Nf2) = hy’ + Lyy - Ny”f 

r (Ly* + Mf2 + My”‘) = hy” + My’+- Lyf’ 

‘Ihe second equation of (4) can be written as 

(L + mp2) PB + W + mp2) qp’ + (N + mp2) @’ = W 

If the formulas oy + /3'y' + P'p"- 0, $ + /3’* + /3” * = 1 (the re- 
lations between the direction cosines relative to rectangular axes) are 

adjoined to (c) and if these three expressions (2) are resolved relative 

8, 8'0 P" 9 we obtain, in view of (7) and (13), 

(n2 + p2F2t2)p = n [(M + mp2) qr” -(N + mp2)ry'l + (L + mp2)ppFt - 

-pFt[h+ mp2(py + qr'+ WIT 

(n2 + p2F2t2)p’ = n w -I- mp2) ‘7 - (L + mP2) PO + w + MPY !3PPt - 

- pFt Ih + mp2 (PT f a’ + J-Y”)1 7’ 
(n2 + p2F2t2) p = n[(L + mp2)p7'- (Al + q2) q=fl + (N + mp2) rpFt - (15) 

-pFt [h + mp2(py + qr' + rr”h” 

Substituting (15) into the first equation of (ll), we get 
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x = n {NM + TJ~) 47’ - (N + ~4 r7’1 P + 

+ IW + mp’) Ip, - (L + w’) p7’1 !I + I(L + mp”) P7’ - (M + mp9 !I71 9 + 
+ PFt IW + mp’) P’ + (M + mp’) 4% + (NJ+ mp’) r’] - 

- p8Ffm (p7 + q7’ + J.7”)’ - h@ (P7 + QT’ + r7") (1'3) 

'Ik exnresaion included in the braces can be written aa 

LP (T’ - q7Y + Mq (P7’ - '7) +Wq7-P7') = Lp+ + nzq$+ N+ (17) 

lhe second and third terms on the right side of (16), in view of (10) 
and the obvious relation 

are transformed into 

79+ 7" + 7"' = 1, 

pWLp'+~fq*+ Nra + mp'[@'+ q’ +ra)(ra + 7” +I”)- 
- (m + QT’ + r7”)‘1) = pPt {LP’ + Mq” + Nr* + 

+ w'[(r7'- q7")'+ (p7'- '7)' + (Q7 - Pr’Y% = 
= pFr [Lp’ + Mq’ + Nr’ + mp’ (+’ ,+ +” + +‘)I = BpE"i,t 

Using (14), R find 

PT+QT'+ry'=&( I Ai--N)7'7"7+(N-L)r"77 +(L--2)77'+ +h](18) 

where 

H = L7' + M7’¶ + Nf’ 
Equation (16) can be written in the form 

n' +pPaPt' '# a n (Lpi + ilf &’ + N*) + 2pP& t - 

--a pF’ht [(A4 -N) 7'75 + (N - L) 737' + (L- M) 77'7" + h] (19) 

Hence we have a closed system of equations (7), (lo), (14), (17), 

(19) which determine p, Q, r, y, y', y", cfi. 

Eliminatiw p, q, r fran (7) by means of (14), we Ret 

MN7' + NL$a + LMP + ha + 

+ (L7'+ ~I27'~ +N7"*)[mp'(yh + 7" + $")- 2FEl] = 0 (20) 

For convenience in the further calculations we write the integral 
(10) in the form 

(L + mpa) p’ + (M + mp*) qa + (N + mpa) ra = 2Fi, + 
+ mp’ [(p’+ qa + ra) (7' + 71a + 7"Y - (r7' - Q7T - (P7”- ‘7)a - (a-P7’Yl 
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(L + mp’) pa + (M + mp’) q’ + (N + mp’) r’ = 2&+ mpa (p( + QT’ + rfl’ 

Multiplying this expression by sp2 and subtracting from the inteRra 

(7), we obtain 

L(L+mp*)p~+M(M+mpyq’+N(N+mp*)f= 
= na + paPta + hs + 2hmpa (pi + qr’ + ry”) - 2mpsF& 

In view of (14) and (18) this relation may be rewritten as 

& NLWi’ - LM.(‘$y + (ML&#- MN;r”)‘+(NMf;I - NL&)‘l+ 

+ f$(MN+ + NL+’ + LM+“)a 5-g (Lara + Wfp + NY’)- 

- $- [MN (N - M) ff+ + NL (L - N) & + LM (M - L) &“I - 

+ z mpa I(M - N) ffi + (N -L) rl;ri’ + (L - M) or’+” + hl - 

- q + ha + na + paFV - 2mpaFEi (23) 

Eliminating p, q, r from (19) yields 

*‘+pP’~+!g = 2pp&t - 

-p~[h+(M--N)~~~+(N--L)~~~+(L-M)7r~il+ (22) 

++[L(M-N)+y-M(N-L)f+i+N(L--)&$I 

If the sphere is placed on the plane without applyinK an initial velo- 

city, the constants of integration h and n in (4) are zero. In that case, 
(22) reduces to 

(23) 

We shall determine the constant V. ‘lhe position of the sphere on the 

plane is determined by the coordinates tl, vi of the center and the 
orientations of the awes Oxyz relative to the plane, i.e. by the Fuler 

arytles. ‘lhe initial position of the sphere on the plane detenaines the 
initial values of the Euler angles, and consequently the initial values 

oo’ Q/P QIJ 
cosines. 

“, flu, $‘, SO’*, yO yO’ yOn of all nine direction 
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Since the sphere is initially at rest, 

p#) = qo = ro = 0 
Mstituting (51 and (41, we Ret 

Apa + Bqa’ + Cra” = 0 

(24) 

ApfI + BqP’ + Crr = pFt 

Lpy + Mqy’ + Nry” = 0 
(25) 

where for brevity we have introduced the notation 

A -I L + mp2 B = M + mp2, C=N+m@ (26) 

Since d 5; / dt = vt, the first expression of (111 tives 

pp + @ + r8” = $ t (27) 

Differentiating (251 and (271 with respect to t and setting t = 0, we 
get., by (24), 

Aaopo + Bao’io + Cao”r, - 0 

-4&p, + J$,‘&, + CPo”rO = PF, Ly,j, + My&i, + NT,“& = 0 

BoPo + So’;, _1- PO’rO = F (28) 

The determinant of the first three equations relative to the required 
initial values PO, qO, r0 is different from zero. Indeed, 

Aa, Ba,, CaOn 

A = ABo BPo’ CPo” = LBQ, (a,,‘po” - a,“f&,‘) + 
ho Wo' NT, 

+ MC40'(ao"Po -aoPo") + NABro"(aoPo'- ~o'Bo) 

ht 

7 = a'fY - amp’, f = a”p - ay, 7” = ap’ - a’p 

lherefore, 

and 

A = LBCroS + MCAT~‘~ + NABro”2 # 0 

PO = $- (CMa,“~, - BNao’ro”) 

i0 = pi- (ANa,r,” - CLa,“r,) 
. 
To = $ (BLa,‘7, - AMaor,,‘) 

Substituting these values into (281, we obtain 

v = $- [PO (CMao”ro’ - BNa,‘ro”) + f$,’ ( ANaoro’ - C~O'TO) -I- 

+ ~o"(BLao'yo- AMaor,‘)l 
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which on the substitution of (26) finally yields 

y _ 
P 
8F MN&,* + NT PO’* + LMB,** + mp* f T,Yo’ + MyJ” + NY,*‘) 

LBCyo” + MCAy,” + NABy,“= 

Hence the center of the sphere moves with uniform acceleration in the 
direction of the line of steepest descent, and the acceleration is a 

function of the initial orientation, with respect to the plane, of the 

principal axes of the central ellipsoid of inertia of the sphere. 

Substituting for 5, fran (23) into (20) and (21) yields, on the 
assumed conditions, 

+ (NW - XL&)21 + yg (MNp + XL@+- LM$Q) = p2F (F - my) p 

We introduce a new independent variable r by the equation 

2t dt = dr 
‘lhen (29) takes the form 

Equations (30) coincide with equations (181, (19) of Chaplygin’s paper 
[ 11, which describe the motion of a sphere on a horizontal plane on the 

assumption that the angular momentum is horizontal. 

Hence the solution of our problem has been reduced to a problem already 

investigated. All the results obtained by Chaplyain in his work for h = 0 
can be extended to our problem if the time is replaced by the parameter I. 

In particular, it remains to correct the geometric interpretation of 
the motion given by Chaplygin in his paper, which consists in the follow- 

ing: there are associated with the sphere two quadric surfaces - an 
ellipsoid and a hyperboloid. Describe a square about the sphere with one 

side of the square tangent to the sphere at its point of contact with the 

plane and perpendicular to the line of steepest descent, and with the 
side parallel to the first side tangent to the sphere at the diametrically 
opposite point. The surfaces associated with the sphere touch the sides 

of this square during the motion of the sphere. As distinct from the 
problem considered by Chaplygin the square does not move with constant 
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velocity in the direction perpendicular to its plane, but with uniform 
acceleration v. 

In the general case, i.e. for n f 0, h f 0, the problem reduces to 
the integration of a system of three ordinary differential equations of 
the first order. 
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